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Placemaking + Character
GOAL PL-1:
Enhance the PUC’s Unique Places.
Policy PL-1.1: Encourage development
projects and a public realm that reflects
Hawai`i’s culture and arts.
Policy PL-1.2: Improve the sense of
entry at key gateways in the PUC by
aligning public improvements and private
development.
Policy PL-1.3: Protect and care for
historical structures in the PUC.
Policy PL-1.4: Preserve cultural and
archaeologically significant resources in
the PUC while improving public access.
Policy PL-1.5: Continue to preserve
significant panoramic public views of
natural landmarks through Special District
provisions.
Policy PL-1.6: Enhance key mauka-makai
view corridors.
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GOAL PL-2:
Promote Excellent Building and
Site Design that Responds to
Honolulu’s Climate and
Environment.

GOAL PL-3:
Support Vibrant Commercial/Mixed
Use Corridors and Neighborhood
Centers in the PUC.

Policy PL-2.1: Incentivize sustainable
building and site design practices that
respond to the tropical climate.

Policy PL-3.1: Activate “main street”
corridors with pedestrian amenities, frequent
gathering places, and expressions of
community identity.

Policy PL-2.2: Integrate greenery
and green infrastructure into new
developments, especially large sites.

Policy PL-3.2: Support an attractive and
pedestrian-friendly public realm along wellused PUC corridors.

Policy PL-2.3: Mitigate the Urban
Heat Island effect, especially in interior
neighborhoods lacking trees.

Policy PL-3.3: Ensure pedestrianoriented design in all corridors and centers,
especially in Town Corridor, Urban Corridor,
Downtown, and Resort areas.
Policy PL-3.4: Improve multimodal
connections and pedestrian pathways within
and between the PUC’s mixed-use corridors,
town neighborhoods, parks, and public
institutions.
Policy PL-3.5: Conduct focused corridor
and area planning to guide improvements.
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Key Outcomes
Apart from parks and conservation areas, there
are few “empty” spaces in the PUC. New phases
and ongoing growth in the PUC will primarily take
the form of infill development, redevelopment of
aging properties, and other expansions of existing
uses. New development in the PUC will include mixed
uses in more locations- especially around activity
and employment centers- in a manner that will allow
currently single-use commercial areas to evolve into
diverse neighborhoods that support walking, biking,
and well-designed public spaces. New growth should
build off of and enhance key socializing and gathering
places in the PUC.
Complementing and contributing to the rich
tapestry of places in the PUC should be among
the goals of every project. Care should be taken to
uphold protections for significant public views, and
create attractive public spaces. Significant historical
and cultural resources should be protected. Public
art, "gateways" for distinct areas, and flexible
gathering spaces should be encouraged, as should
rehabilitation and repurposing of exisiting buildings.
DP policies encourage the use of green building
best practices and especially the integration of
connected indoor and outdoor spaces, reflecting
Hawaiʻi’s climate, architectural character, and yearround outdoor lifestyle. Climate sensitive design can
additionally help combat urban heat island effects by
increasing permeable areas, trees, vegetation, and
use of shading structures to cool spaces. Street tree

assessments should also consider heat abatement as
a benefit and a strategy for tree placement.
Connections to key destinations such as shopping
and parks will be increased through greater emphasis
on pedestrian improvements and bicycle networks.
The comfort of the public realm will be improved
through Complete Streets, the greening of key
streets, and other supportive programs. The Plan's
policies are also employed to promote equitable
development outcomes in the PUC by recommending
ongoing assessments of areas lacking basic
infrastructure services and improving coordination
of directed growth with public realm enhancements.
Embracing "Place Types" to simplify communication
around development character is a further goal
of this Plan to encourage development and public
improvements that support resident needs. For
example, place type recommendations in the PUC
DP suggest the character, scale, and affordability
of existing low- and moderate-density residential
neighborhoods be supported with gradual
addition of house-form multi-unit dwellings near
commercial corridors and neighborhood “main
streets”. Likewise, denser redevelopment should be
facilitated for major thoroughfares with excellent
transportation.
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Vision Map:
Placemaking
and Character

Town Corridors

Character Areas
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Setting the Stage

The PUC is made up of countless places that are
clearly distinct from the areas around them. This Plan
categorizes these into "place types" that capture the
unique characteristics that contribute to making a
location distinct as well as the shared attributes that
may be found across similar areas. Although many
different factors influence an area’s unique sense of
place, the Plan's place types focus primarily on physical
characteristics, such as building types and size, uses, and
street patterns.
Analyzing these characteristics in different places across
the PUC helps to define a “palette” of place types that
make it easier to identify and understand the physical
building blocks that make up the urban form of the
PUC. Similar patterns of physical form can be observed
across the PUC; street networks can be well-connected
grids or winding cul-de-sacs, buildings can be located
closer together or farther apart, front yards may be
large, small, or non-existent, and land uses may be
mixed vertically, horizontally, or separated.
The place types in this Plan take into account existing
conditions while providing an aspirational vision for the
future. When place types accurately represent the areas
where they are applied, they help to guide the pace of
growth and change and provide a shared language to
engage with the planning process. For example, place
types that are applied to areas with similar existing
conditions indicate that near-term change in that place
will be minimal, while place types that are considerably
different than the existing conditions indicate areas
where greater transformation is expected or planned.
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How Does the Development Plan Get Us There?
Enhancing the unique identities of PUC neighborhoods, corridors, and centers.
This Plan seeks to enhance the PUC's neighborhoods and centers by encouraging the incorporation of local culture
and identity in development projects in the public realm through art in parks and plazas and the installation of
design features at PUC gateways; and by continuing to protect significant mauka-makai public views and views of
natural landmarks through height limits and Special Districts provisions. The following Focus Areas chapter of the
Plan also identifies catalytic projects and investments along commercial corridors and areas of growth that will
help revitalize the character of neighborhood-serving streets (Near-Town and Town Corridors) and enhance the
daily lives of residents with improved infrastructure and mobility.
Supporting a diversity of places throughout the PUC.
The Plan supports active, mixed-use neighborhood places of gathering, and promotes walkable, mixed-use
corridors and centers that serve adjacent residential areas. New incentives and TOD zoning enable mixed-use
infill and redevelopment near transit. A finer-grained implementing mechanism for the PUC DP is Special Area
Planning; this Plan supports the vision of existing Neighborhood Plans that have been developed in recent years,
and identifies additional areas that could benefit from future smaller-scale plans.
Fostering a walkable, well-designed, and well-connected PUC.
The Plan's policies emphasize incremental improvement of the built environment and public realm through a
combination of public investment and private projects by identifying clear form guidelines so that accessible,
comfortable, and consistent improvements can be made.
Respecting the environment.
The Plan's policies encourage building, site, and public realm design that is specific to Honolulu’s climate and
context by fostering a public realm that is both pleasant and sustainable. Guidance includes promoting building
and site design that responds to the local conditions, topography, and ecology. Plan policies further suggest that
assessments be made to better align public infrastructure investments for mobility and green infrastructure in
areas lacking in these services.
Embracing "Placetypes."
The Plan contains clear strategies and illustrative maps to guide growth to appropriate locations,
communicate community preferences to development interests, and to assemble the framework of
various public infrastructure planning. Higher density development is intrinsically linked to more affordable
housing through the City's affordable housing rules, as is reinvesting/ restoring public places, parks, and
streets.

Related Policies
Policy GD-2.2: Create mixed-use
neighborhoods with meaningful character
and a sense of place.
Policy GD-2.4: Provide green space/
landscaping improvements in mixed-density
in-town neighborhood
Policy GD-5.3: Maintain the lower intensity
character of valley/ridge and near-town
neighborhoods.
Policy PPOS-1.2: Implement a “10-minute
walk” standard for park accessibility in the
PUC.
Policy MC-1.4: Improve pedestrian
connectivity and safety throughout the PUC.
Policy HC-2.1: Support housing
developments in the PUC that are accessible,
affordable, and designed for kūpuna and a
range of household and family sizes.
Policy ED-1.2: Enhance efforts to retain and
attract small businesses in rapidly developing
areas.
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For this document, the land within the PUC has been
categorized according to its urban form and intensity.
Those place types with the greatest detail include
"Neighborhoods", "Corridors", and "Centers" of various
types. The diagram on the right clarifies the relationship
between the different place types identified, and
organized into a spectrum of development intensity.
In general, the most intense places are located in the
heart of the PUC (Downtown through Waikīkī) and less
intense development patterns are located on the 'Ewa
and Diamond Head edges of the PUC, and in the valley
and ridge neighborhoods. The following chart shows
how urban form and intensity comprise the place types
identified in this Plan.

While no one place type can capture the full complexity of a specific place, it can show what form
characteristics different areas have in common with one another. In this way, place types can simplify the
approach to development policies and strategies that may be applied across the PUC to achieve the desired
levels of density and intensity. In this Plan, areas that show the most change from their current place types
characteristics are generally those near rail transit.

NEIGHBORHOODS
Neighborhoods tend to be primarily residential
districts that extend for many blocks and have a
cohesive urban form and physical character.

CORRIDORS AND CENTERS
Corridors are linear, mixed-use areas anchored
by a major street that connects different Centers
and Neighborhoods. Corridors may extend
for several blocks on either side of the primary
anchoring thoroughfare and can form boundaries
for adjacent Neigborhoods.
Centers are specific mixed-use places, sometimes
at the intersection of two Corridors or where the
edges of two or more Neighborhoods meet.
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Placetypes - Summary Matrix
Residential + Mixed Use Place Types
Place Type

Residential + Mixed Use Place Types
Place Type

Near-Town Corridor/Center
Medium

Description

A neighborhood-scale main street
featuring neighborhood-serving retail
and services, with active storefronts
located at or near the sidewalk. A NearTown Corridor/Center is mixed-use,
consisting primarily of attached multistory buildings, with some house-form
buildings, extending along both sides of
the street for several contiguous blocks. A
robust public realm and access to transit
make this a highly walkable environment,
providing easy access to nearby residents
and an amenity for residents of mixed-use
buildings along the main street.

A generally walkable, mixed-density
residential neighborhood made up of
primarily single and multi-unit housescale buildings and small apartments
within walking distance of a transit-rich
mixed-use area. These neighborhoods
provide a transition in scale and intensity
between the lower-intensity residential
neighborhoods and more dense
residentialneighborhoodsandmixed-use
areas.

A more closely spaced neighborhood
with walk-ups, apartment buildings
and mid-rise buildings located
close to the sidewalk, within walking
distance of transit corridors or mixeduse areas. These neighborhoods
provide an environment with urban
buildings that are not high-rises
and provide a transition in scale
and intensity between lowerintensity, mixed-density residential
neighborhoods and more intense
neighborhoods or mixed-use areas.

Character

Neighborhood-scale main street

Mixed-density neighborhood

Mixed-density neighborhood

Low-rise detached houses and duplexes Low-rise houses, duplex, triplexes and Small attached and detached lowrise
fourplexes
buildings in a walkable, ‘main street’
format

Building Form

Attached and detached lowrise buildings Duplex, multiplex, rowhouse, courtyard Duplex, multiplex, rowhouse,
in a walkable, ‘main street’ format
apartments, low-rise walkups
courtyard apartments,mid-rise
apartments/walkups

Building Height

1 to 3 stories

1 to 3 stories

1 to 3 stories

Building Height

3-6 stories, occasionally 7 or 8 at key
intersections

2 to 4 stories

2 to 6 stories

Transit Access

Limited Transit

Limited Transit

Transit Supportive

Transit Access

Transit Supportive

Transit Supportive

Transit Supportive

Use(s)

Residential

Residential

Primarily retail and service uses with
some residential and live/work above or
behind

Use(s)

Mix of retail and other active uses
Primarily residential with occasional
Primarily residential with occasional
fronting sidewalks with residential above neigbhorhood-serving retail or service neigbhorhood-serving retail or
or behind
uses at key intersections
service uses at key intersections

Examples in PUC

Mānoa Valley

Kaimukī

Monsarrat Avenue

Examples in PUC

Wai`alae Avenue

Kapahulu neighborhood

McCully

Abbreviation

VR-N

NT-N

NT-CL

Abbreviation

NT-C

TN-L

TN-M

Valley/Ridge Neighborhood Near-Town Neighborhood

Near-Town Corridor/Center Low

Description

A residential neighborhood, usually
characterized by dramatic topographical
features and separated from adjacent
neighborhoods by ridge lines extending
makai from the Ko´olau Range. These
neighborhoods are made up mainly of
house-scale buildings with front yards,
accessed primarily by car and limited
bus transit. The unique topographical
constraints in these neighborhoods make
them generally unsuitable for much
additional growth.

A residential neighborhood made
up primarily of house-scale buildings
with front yards, typically located on
the flat coastal plains or at the foot
of Valley/Ridge neighborhoods.
These neighborhoods have generally
well connected street networks and
proximity to mixed-use areas. They
are denser and more suitable for
potential future growth than Valley/
Ridge Neighborhoods, providing a
transition between the Valley/Ridge
Neighborhoods and more intense
neighborhoods of the PUC.

A small group of neighborhood-oriented
businesses,withamixofactivestorefronts
located near the sidewalk or behind a
small setback, sometimes located within
small strip-style shopping centers. A
Near-Town Corridor/Center Low is
mixed-use, consisting of a mix of attached
and house-form buildings up to 3 stories
in height. This place type supports
walkability in lower-density residential
neighborhoods by making it convenient
for nearby residents to walk or bike to
access everyday goods and services.

Character

Residential neighborhood

Residential neigbhorhood adjacent to Neighborhood-scale corner stores and
mixed-use areas
small main streets

Building Form
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Town Neighborhood - Low

Town Neighborhood Medium
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Residential + Mixed Use Place Types
Place Type

Residential + Mixed Use Place Types
Placetype

Town Neighborhood - High

Town Corridor/Center

Urban Neighborhood

Description

A walkable neighborhood with walkups, apartment buildings, mid-rise
buildings and some high-rises.This
place type provides a dense residential
neighborhoodenvironmentthatsupports
high-rise buildings but is made up of a
wide variety of other large multi-unit
building types. These neighborhoods are
within walking distance to high-intensity
and transit-rich mixed-use areas.

An urban, highly walkable corridor or
center anchored by transit with a mix of
building forms including mid-rise and
occasional high-rise buildings. A robust
public realm enables multi-modal access
to transit for residents of the district and
those in adjacent neighborhoods.

Description
A highly walkable high-rise and midrise residential neighborhood activated
by occasional neighborhood-serving,
pedestrian-oriented commercial uses on
the ground floor and at key intersections.
These neighborhoods are within easy
walking distance to the PUC's most
intense mixed-use areas.

Character

Vibrant mixed-density neighborhood

Vibrant mixed-use corridor or center

Vibrant residential neighborhood

Building Form

Walkups, midrise and highrise
apartments/condos

Mid-rise and high-rise commercial blocks Mid-rise and high-rise apartments/
with occasional high-rises with public condos
space at key corners

Building Height

Up to 12 stories, occasionally 15 stories 6-12 stories, occasionally 15 at key
intersections

Transit Access

Transit Supportive

Use(s)

Use(s)
Primarily residential with occasional
Mix of retail and other active uses
Primarily residential with occasional
neigbhorhood-serving retail or service fronting sidewalks with residential and neigbhorhood-serving retail or service
uses at key intersections
office above or behind
uses at key intersections

Examples in PUC

Mō`ili`ili

Beretania Street

Ala Moana

Examples in PUC

Kapi'olani Boulevard

Downtown

Waikīkī resort district

Abbreviation

TN-H

T-C

U-N

Abbreviation

U-C

DT

RE

Transit Oriented

Urban Corridor/Center

Downtown

Resort

An intensely urban, highly walkable
district or corridor anchored by highcapacity transit with a mix of building
forms including mid-rise and highrise buildings. A robust public realm
enables multi-modal access to transit
for residents of the district and those in
adjacent neighborhoods. It is a vertically
mixed-use place comprised of primarilyattached multi-story buildings and highrises. Likely anchored by a destination
that attracts people from across the city
and includes a mix of uses that activate
the district beyond traditional working
hours.

An intensely urban, highly walkable
high-rise district featuring attached
multi-story buildings, with robust
transportation connections providing
access to employment from across the
PUC. Anchored by a concentration of
jobs with supporting retail and services,
its proximity to the civic center and
concentration of office uses makes the
district a regional destination.

The PUC's sole resort district is Waikīkī.
An intensely urban, highly walkable
district on the makai side of Waikīkī
(distinctfromWaikīkī'sapartmentdistrict).
It is anchored by a variety of uses that
focus on tourism, like hotels, restaurants
and commercial frontages. It works as
a regional, national and international
destination and consists of a variety of
high-rise and medium-rise detached
buildings. It is a transit-rich district and
offers an active public realm attractive
beyond traditional working hours.

Character

Vibrant mixed-use corridor or center

The most intense high-rise district that Vibrant disctrict focused on tourism
concentrates employment

Building Form

Mid-rise and high-rise commercial blocks Mid-rise and high-rise commercial blocks Attached block-scale buildings

10 to 30 stories with occasional taller
buildings at key intersections

Building Height

10 to 30 stories with occasional taller
buildings at key intersections

Up to 40 stories

Up to 40 stories

Transit Supportive

Transit Access

Transit Oriented

Transit Rich

Transit Rich

Mix of retail and other active uses
Mix of office-serving retail and services Resort, with resort-serving retail and
fronting sidewalks with residential and fronting sidewalks with office above or services
office above or behind
behind
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Specific-Use + Employment District Place Types
Place Type

Civic Place Types
Major Parks and
Open Space

Preservation Area

Commercial Centers/regional
mall buildings and parking
facilities that are anchored by
retail and may include other
uses.

Protected natural areas such Areas for outdoor recreation
as upper watersheds, beaches, within the PUC, including most
natural and cultural landmarks, parks and recreation facilities.
ecological areas.

Institutional Areas
and Campuses

Flex

Transportation

Description

Heavy-use areas often
separated from other uses
or places; uses such as
manufacturing, production,
repair, and distribution.

Light industrial areas with a mix
of uses and building scales that
are generally compatible with
nearby neighborhoods.

Airports, ports, railyards, and Areas controlled by the
other transportation service military.
uses that require significant
space for staging and
maneuvering activities.

Purpose

Heavy manufacturing, supply Supports light industrial uses
and service yards, large
that provide employment and
infrastructure operations.
needed services for residents
and businesses, and may
include live-work.

Use(s)

Industrial

Light manufacturing and
Transportation
industrial, research and
development, makerspace,
flex, and automotive services

Military

Continued focus on regional
and island-service retail and
service uses

Conservation and Recreational Recreational uses
uses

Educational and Institutional
uses

Abbreviation

IND

FX

MI

n/a

PR

INT
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Military

* Commercial Center

Industrial

Provides facilities for logistics Military uses and operations, Denote existing commercial
centers.
andoperationsforconnectivity including bases, housing,
between regions on O'ahu or infrastructure, and other.
to off-island destinations.

TR

Schools, hospitals, universities
and other institutions,
government facilities, and Cityowned recreation facilities.

Protects local ecosystems and Provide space for active and Provide spaces and flexibility
cultural resources.
passive recreation to support for important communityhealth and quality of life.
serving institutions.
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Place Types Guidelines
VALLEY/RIDGE NEIGHBORHOODS
Limit bulky single-family dwellings. Prevent overdevelopment of single-family
house lots through enforcement of bedroom limits and lot coverage maximums,
tailored to the residential lot dimension. Continue to monitor certain dwelling
elements in proposed projects: number of bedrooms, wet bars, laundry rooms,
and bathrooms.
Limit overdevelopment of nonresidential buildings. Control the scale and form
of uses such as churches, daycare facilities, private schools). While these uses are
generally consistent with the purpose of a residential zone, they tend to be less
compatible with surrounding uses as their building scale becomes larger.
Home businesses. Support home businesses that meet Land Use Ordinance
requirements and create jobs and opportunities for entrepreneurship.
Short-term rentals. Strictly limit short-term rentals in residential areas.
On-going maintenance and improvement. Encourage property owners to improve
(and maintain) their front yards and facades.
Light and air. Continue to require yards and setbacks sufficient for light and air
access.
Greater shade and canopy. Support additional planting of shade canopy trees to
create a pleasant ambience for residents, motorists and pedestrians.
Integrate into the natural environment. Strongly encourage building and site
design that embraces the natural context of ridge and valley development,
accepting natural constraints and ecology, and considering adequate access to
public recreation areas.
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NEAR-TOWN NEIGHBORHOODS
Limit bulky single-family dwellings. Prevent overdevelopment of single-family house lots
through enforcement of bathroom limits and lot coverage maximums, tailored to the residential
lot dimension. Continue to monitor certain dwelling elements in proposed projects: number of
bedrooms, wet bars, laundry rooms, and bathrooms.
Complementary development. Ensure new development projects are compatible in scale and
provide adequate transitions to adjacent residential properties
Limit overdevelopment of nonresidential buildings. Control the scale and form of uses such as
churches, daycare facilities, private schools). While these uses are generally consistent with the
purpose of a residential zone, they tend to be less compatible with surrounding uses as their
building scale becomes larger.
Additions. For any additions or expansions, encourage varied facades and /or architectural
features that reduce the apparent structural bulk. Additions, such as a new bedroom or bathroom,
should use complementary building materials and forms.
Second units and ‘Ohana units. Promote ADUS and 'Ohana units where allowed by zoning and
supported by waste water infrastructure.
Short-term rentals. Strictly limit short-term rentals.
Subdivisions. Allow for the subdivision of large lots for new single-family housing and duplexes.
Subdivision should not result in lots smaller than 3,500 square feet and new lots should have
street frontage.
Improved frontages. For renovations and re-developments, require reductions in pavement
coverage in front yards and discourage parking on front yards.
On-going maintenance and improvement. Encourage property owners to improve (and maintain)
their front yards and facades, and encourage the use of drought-tolerant landscaping.
Fencing standards. Encourage property owners to remove or replace solid stone/cinderblock
walls with wooden fencing, trellises, landscaping/shrubbery, or other high-quality fencing.
Prohibit front yard fences made from concrete blocks or chain links.
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NEAR TOWN CORRIDOR/CENTER LOW
Commercial focus. In any redevelopment or renovation, maintain the primary use as neighborhood retail
and services.
Community identity. Take steps to enhance civic pride and activity through design and activating gathering
places.
Orientation and enclosure. Orient all new construction towards streets, public spaces, or shared private
spaces. Encourage greater street enclosure and reduced street-facing setbacks during redevelopment.
Respect adjacent building scale. Maintain current zoning height limits (typically 2, 3 or occasional 4 story
maximum).
Civic, institutional, and office use. Support location of office, civic, community, educational, and other
public uses in this Place Type.
Context-appropriate transitions. Develop transition standards and guidelines for developments adjacent
to R-zones, using landscaping, buffers, building type and form modulations, and other techniques to reduce
impact.
Residential infill. Allow house-form residential infill (duplex to fourplex, townhouse, courtyard and similar
low-rise attached residential types) and ADUs in suburban centers and all B-1 zones.
Improve facades. Encourage higher transparency for commercial ground floors, limiting the amount of
area that may be covered with advertisements or other impediments that reduce visibility (at least 75
percent should remain uncovered). Strongly encourage site-scale public realm improvements and support
facade improvements to aging buildings.
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NEAR TOWN CORRIDOR/CENTER (MEDIUM)
Commercial use. In any redevelopment or renovation, at a minimum, seek to maintain the current
amount of retail/commercial square footage.
Mixed uses. Allow and encourage a complimentary mix of land uses, including residential, that foster
walkable neighborhoods (especially vertically in the same development).
Business retention. Provide incentives for retaining existing small and/or local businesses, such as
exempting this FAR from total allowed.
Height minimums. Encourage a minimum height of two stories on new buildings.
Adaptive reuse. Strongly encourage adaptive reuse and repurposing of historic buildings or facades.
Emphasize transitions. Calibrate the form, design, and character of new low and moderate-intensity
development to minimize impacts on neighboring properties.
Quality façades. Encourage improvements to the appearance and quality of shopfronts and signage,
and enforce minimum transparency standards. Build out to the sidewalk on corridor corner lots.
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TOWN NEIGHBORHOOD LOW
Encourage “missing middle” housing. Allow house-form
multi-unit dwellings in this Place Type. Calibrate the form,
design, and character of missing middle development to
minimize impacts on neighboring properties.
Appropriate infill. Allow for context-sensitive infill that acts
as a buffer between low-density housing and more intense
uses. Use Town Low development as a transition between
Near-Town neighborhoods and Near-Town corridors.
Improve design and architecture. Encourage the use of
high-quality building materials and architecture that relates
to surrounding character. Unify adjacent apartments
visually by matching character of other new development.
Ongoing improvement. Encourage property owners to
maintain and improve their front yards and facades.
Orientation. Orient new residential construction towards
streets, public spaces, or shared private spaces, by placing
parking to back or side of the lot.
Public to private transition. Support landscaped forecourts
and elevation of ground floor residential uses. Reduce
gating or “walling off” of residential properties from the
street, or soften with landscaping.
Second units. Promote ADUS and Ohana Units where
allowed by zoning and supported by sewer capacity.
Short-term rentals. Strictly limit short-term rentals.
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TOWN NEIGHBORHOOD MEDIUM
Midrise podium infill. Support midrise podium development of four to seven
stories. Taller buildings may be permitted in exceptional circumstances.
Middle-density dwellings. Encourage innovative middle-density prototypes,
such as alley-loaded tuck-under townhouses and stacked walk-up townhouses.
Walk-up redevelopment. Support productive redevelopment of existing
walkup apartments into new four- to six-story walkups, provided that new
apartments present quality frontages on collectors or other primary streets.
Ensure neighborly building-to-building relationships as redevelopment
occurs.
• Encourage shared public space between neighboring developments
• Ensure the use of high-quality building materials and architecture that relates
to surrounding character
• Unify adjacent apartments visually by matching character of other new
development.
Address poor building-to-street relationships as redevelopment occurs.
• At least one primary entrance should open directly onto the primary street
frontage (or an adjoining public space)
• Encourage consistent street walls that frame the street/sidewalk.
• Breaks in the street wall are appropriate for open spaces, pathways,
greenways, or other similar spaces.

Some high- and mid-rise towers
are physically isolated from other
buildings and from the public street,
accessible only from the parking
garage or across a parking lot.
There may be little to unify the
buildings visually, and little in terms
of shared public space where
neighbors can become acquainted.
Because of the juxtaposition of
buildings of dramatically different
scales, transitional neighborhoods
lack a consistent character. Steps
should be taken during design
review to relate adjacent properties,
simplify mobility connections, and
create a cohesive pedestrian space.

Public to private transition. Support landscaped forecourts and elevation
of ground floor residential uses. Work to reduce gating or “walling off” of
multifamily residential complexes from the street.
Ongoing improvement. Encourage property owners to maintain and improve
their front yards and facades.
Orientation. Orient new residential construction towards streets, public spaces,
or shared private spaces, by placing parking to back of the lot.
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TOWN NEIGHBORHOOD HIGH
Midrise and highrise development. Support development of apartments primarily between
six and twelve stories in this Place Type.
Innovative construction techniques. Support cross-laminated timber (CLT) construction
techniques and other cutting-edge building advancements.
Ensure neighborly building-to-building relationships as redevelopment occurs.
• Encourage shared public space between neighboring developments
• Ensure the use of high-quality building materials and architecture that relates to surrounding
character
• Unify adjacent apartments visually by matching character of other new development.
Improve building-to-street relationships as redevelopment occurs.
• At least one primary entrance should open directly onto the primary street frontage (or an
adjoining public space)
• Encourage consistent street walls that frame the street/sidewalk.
• Breaks in the street wall are appropriate for open spaces, pathways, greenways, or other
similar spaces.
• Shade sidewalks and enhance pedestrian comfort.
Flexibility for smaller lot sizes. Support flexibility in standards for parcels that have been
aggregated, such as regarding minimum lot sizes and dimensions for Apartment Mixed Use
(AMX) and Business Mixed Use (BMX) Districts.
Ongoing improvement. Encourage property owners to maintain and improve their front
yards and facades.
Minimum on-site open space. Require a minimum amount of common and private open
space in higher density residential and mixed-use projects (75 to 100 sf/unit). Carefully and
deliberately integrate these spaces into project design and require maintenance by the
property management organization.
Orientation and enclosure. Orient new construction towards streets, public spaces, or shared
private spaces. Encourage greater street enclosure and reduced street-facing setbacks during
redevelopment.
Support CPTED. Increase natural surveillance by encouraging pedestrian activity and clear
sightlines; use walkways, signage, paving, and landscaping to create natural access control
and distinguish between public and private areas.
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TOWN CORRIDOR/CENTER
Moderate intensification. Allow for moderate intensification in this Place Type. The character of
the new development may be significantly more urban or intense than surrounding properties.
Ensure pedestrian-oriented design. Maximum length of individual new buildings or building
masses along public street frontage should be limited without major massing breaks. Utilitarian
building elements such as service yards, parking lots, or utilities should be located on side streets
or alleys/rear streets. Driveways and parking facilities should be visually screened, hidden, or
otherwise reduced in impact.
Tower height. Design towers to add visual interest. Ensure towers have distinct bottom, middles,
and tops.
Ground floor design. Facades should be adjacent to sidewalks with maximum ground-floor
transparency, tall ceiling to floor heights, frequent entrances, appropriate structural bay widths
and depths, and loading access to support retail uses.
Active streetscape. Street furniture and amenities should be provided. Consider sidewalk variances
for café dining and similar uses that activate the public realm along primary streets. Frontages
facing service streets, alleys, rear lot lines, or private open space are not typically expected to
have active uses.
Ground floor uses. Engaging ground-floor uses should be located along a notable portion of the
building frontage. These include but are not limited to neighborhood commercial, residential
and office amenity spaces (such as exercise, food service, and customer service) and lobbies,
and civic or community uses. Discourage ground floor residential on the primary corridor, unless
provided with significant elevation (4+ feet) and setback (20+ feet). Modestly elevated ground
floor residential may be appropriate on residential side streets.
Transitions. Use landscaping, setbacks, alleys, and building massing to reduce impacts of new
higher-intensity development.
Minimum on-site open space. Provide common and private open space in higher density residential
and mixed-use projects (70 to 100 sf/unit). Deliberately integrate these spaces into project design
and require maintenance by the property management organization.
Height minimums. Encourage a minimum height of three stories on new buildings.
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URBAN NEIGHBORHOOD
High-rise development. Support apartment buildings up to 24 stories for this Place Type.
Residential focus. Residential uses are the primary use for any development or redevelopment.
Conditionally allow commercial spaces at intersections or itermittently, as appropriate.
Focus on ground-level comfort. Building entrances should be connected efficiently and
obviously to the sidewalk (including through plazas and open spaces). Provide shade,
wayfinding, art, and other elements to enhance the pedestrian experience.
Active streetscape. Maximum ground-floor façade transparency is preferred. Support
ground floor unit frontages or other community uses/common areas on the ground floor.
Quality facades. Encourage high-quality materials and discourage flush windows. Discourage
unshielded exterior A/C units for individual units.
Ensure consistent street walls. Breaks in the street wall are appropriate for open spaces,
pathways, greenways, or other similar spaces.
Minimum on-site open space. Require a minimum amount of common and private open
space in higher density residential and mixed-use projects (50-80 sf/unit). Carefully and
deliberately integrate private and common open space into project design and require
maintenance by the property management organization.
Engage the corners. Encourage building and site design that enhance corners of major
streets. Parking should not be located at key corners, while building entrances should be
located close to the corner. Encourage facades at corners to include unique design and
special materials, and allow additional height for architectural features. Corner open spaces
should include landmarks or specimen trees.
Support Crime Prevention through Design. Encourage projects to: increase natural
surveillance by encouraging pedestrian activity and clear sightlines; use walkways, signage,
paving, lighting, and landscaping to clearly distinguish between public and private areas.
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URBAN CORRIDOR/CENTER
High-intensity mixed-use. The highest intensity mixed-use character in the PUC, outside of Downtown, is directed to
these places. Supports the ongoing transformation of key urban TOD corridors.
Community improvements. Require development improvements to the surrounding public realm, open space, and
mobility in these areas.
Tower height. Employ towers as modern landmarks through careful design, massing and siting. Ensure towers have
distinct bottom, middles, and tops.
Preserve public views. Projects in high-intensity areas should employ view studies, tower spacing, setbacks, and
orientation to preserve significant public views.
Ground floor use. Some amount of public commercial use (retail, restaurant/dining, entertainment, medical/small office)
is expected of residential projects. Facades with high window volumes (shopfronts, forecourts, galleries) are encouraged.
On-site public open space. Encourage publicly accessible open spaces (plazas, courtyards, pathways, greenways) in
higher density residential and mixed-use projects. Carefully and deliberately integrate these spaces into project design.
Ensure pedestrian-oriented design. Maximum length of individual new buildings or building masses along public street
frontage should be limited without major massing breaks. Utilitarian building elements should be located on side streets
or alleys/rear streets. Driveways should be screened, hidden, or otherwise reduced in impact.
High-quality structured parking. Parking should be located in structured facilities or screened with false facades, green
walls/landscaping, murals, and/or retail facades.
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DOWNTOWN DISTRICT
Regional visual landmark. Allow the tallest buildings on the island, with the tallest along Alakea Street,
Bishop Street, and Fort Street Mall.
Employment core and transitional uses. Encourage new office development, as well as mixed office/
residential development and office-to-residential conversions as appropriate.
View corridor protection. Ensure high-rise tower massing that preserves the maximum amount of
mauka-makai viewsheds.
Provide improved facilities for the public. Work with development projects and existing businesses to
provide safe and clean public restrooms and well-maintained public gathering places.
Highly active ground floors. Recommend that every ground floor frontage and façade be treated with
maximum detail, interest, and activity. Provide 360 architecture & urban design, eliminating blank walls.
Screen parking. Use false facades (windows, balconies, and other building façade elements) to hide
structured parking podiums.

RESORT DISTRICT
Promote adaptation through redevelopment. Be flexible with hotel/resort redevelopment with regards
to sea level rise adaptation (provide flexibility in parking requirements, floor to ceiling heights, ground
floor design and street setbacks, or additional floor to compensate for adaptation measures such as
raised ground floors or mechanical rooms). Enforce shoreline setbacks and public access requirements.
Highly active, highly detailed frontages. Ensure larger internal spaces or parking areas are wrapped by
storefronts, stand-alone businesses or other pedestrian-oriented features. Ensure high-quality materials
and façade details on buildings facing the street, especially on the most visible first few floors.
Pedestrian frontages. Design hotel frontages and streetscapes to accommodate all modes of transportation,
with priority for higher volumes of pedestrians.
Indoor-outdoor spaces. Expand plazas, shared spaces, and outdoor amenities, particularly mixed
indoor/outdoor buildings and courtyards. Improve line of sight from the sidewalk into internal public
spaces.
Parking impact on the public realm. Diminish the impact of parking and drop off/pick up on the public
realm by reducing the width of curb cuts and driveways, and wrapping or screening parking garages.
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FLEX (R&D) DISTRICT
Residential and industrial mix. Maintain small-scale multifamily uses in amongst
non-noxious light industrial uses.
Loft development. Support affordable residential loft development in lowerintensity flex areas to maintain living spaces for artists, fabricators, and similar
creative.
Live/work housing. Protect and allow live/work spaces that meet the changing
needs of work and meet people’s desire to live and work in close proximity.
Emerging industries. Support a diverse mix of light industrial, information,
makerspace, boutique food/wine/ beer processing, local food, and technology
uses in order to provide jobs and tax revenues for the PUC by allowing and
supporting emerging economic uses.

INDUSTRIAL DISTRICT
Employee amenities. Encourage the development of amenity uses and spaces in
industrial areas, especially for employee gathering and socializing. Provide shade
in plazas, pathways, and parking lots.
Environmental hazard cleanup. Monitor potential environmental contamination
(soil, waste, water, air) and ensure compliance with federal cleanup requirements.
Connectivity. Encourage connectivity improvements through properties.
Manage traffic or other nuisance impacts. Mitigate excessive nuisance impacts
on neighboring properties that impacts their ability to conduct normal industrial
business operations.
Transportation conditions. Encourage industrial re-developments to support
repaving and repair of adjacent streets and sidewalks.
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Goal PL-1: Enhance the PUC’s Unique Places.

Policy PL-1.1: Encourage development projects and a public realm that reflects Hawai‘i’s culture
and arts.
Buildings and public spaces that incorporate elements of Native Hawaiian and local island culture help to
reinforce community identity. In addition to beautifying the public realm, art enriches the physical environment
by engaging residents and reinforcing a sense of place. When created in partnership with the community,
public art and cultural uses can celebrate the community’s heritages and contribute to meaningful connections
between residents and the PUC's neighborhoods. Key actions include continued support for existing art-inpublic-spaces programs and identifying new opportunities for artist involvement in planning initiatives.

Priority Actions:

Art in Public Places. Pursue a program for Art in Public/
Civic Spaces such as parks, medians, roundabouts, beaches,
and other outdoor public spaces. Ensure that public
improvements and private development work together to
incorporate public art in and around new rail stations. Place
art in visible areas, particularly at intersections or within
public or quasi-public open spaces. Public art in Special
Districts should be consistent with applicable guidelines.
Art in City Buildings Program. Continue to support the Art
in City Buildings Program through increased coordination.

Timeline

Partners:
•
•
•
•
•
•

DPP
MOCA
DPR
DOE
HCDA
HART/DTS

Partners:
•
•

The Hawai'i Convention Center was designed with roof "sails" to maximize
natural ventilation from the tradewinds, and an indoor-outdoor aesthetic

DPP
MOCA

Event space. Create new event space for public use as
compatible with other land use provisions.

Other Actions:

• Identify opportunities to incentivize public art and support cultural activities in private development, such as
via the TOD discretionary permitting process.
• Involve local artists whenever possible in area planning efforts to encourage innovative outreach strategies
and promote consideration of public art and space for cultural and arts activities during the design of
developments and in special area plans.
• Support collective painting of murals and other public art to enliven public spaces during the day and at
night time.
A mural depicting the endangered i'iwi bird
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Goal PL-1: Enhance the PUC’s Unique Places.

Policy PL-1.2: Improve the sense of entry at key gateways in the PUC by aligning public improvements
and private development.
By providing visual interest, gateways can support placemaking efforts within the PUC. Entryways
incorporating artistic and cultural elements provide opportunities to reflect upon the community’s past,
present, and future.

Priority Actions:

Key PUC Gateway Improvements. Select meaningful points
entering into and within the PUC to be enhanced with unique
design features, such as monuments, gateway markers, art, or
signage. These include:
• Arriving and Departing from the Daniel K. Inouye
International Airport
• Debarking from the cruise terminal at Pier 2 and
approaching Downtown
• Entrances into Waikīkī on Ala Moana Blvd and Kalākaua Ave
• Chinatown and Downtown historic areas
• Civic Center and Arts District
• Key waterfront areas
• As the Kalaniana‘ole Highway becomes H1
• Rail station areas
• Other key commercial corridors

Timeline

Partners:
•
•
•

DPP
DTS
BIDs

GUIDELINES FOR PUBLIC ART AND COMMUNITY GATEWAYS
Locally-sourced, to support community artists.
Context-coordinated with other area or streetscape improvements for coherent character.
Interactive, such as pieces that invite user participation or provide sensory stimulation
Interpretive, to deepen understanding and appreciation of the area’s history/cultural
assets.
Functional art that doubles as seating, wayfinding, or lighting.

Conceptual rendering for archway in Chinatown (Chinatown Action Plan, 2016)
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Goal PL-1: Enhance the PUC’s Unique Places.

Policy PL-1.3: Protect and care for historical structures in the PUC.
Historic buildings and places help to tell the story of the PUC. Protecting and enabling these community
resources to thrive helps keeps that story alive for future generations. Strategies and policies can help
protect the integrity of historic places by encouraging adaptive reuse that rehabilitates where necessary and
accommodates new uses in historic structures. Special Area design guidelines help preserve the integrity of
historic places while still continuing to grow and evolve. For example, incorporating elements of Honolulu's
historic architectures into modern building design supports a sense of place specific to the locale.

Priority Actions

Historic Building Rehab. Support HART in administering,
through a Historic Preservation Committee, funds for
exterior improvements to historic properties within the rail
project’s area of effect, including adaptive re-use.
Expanded Historic Preservation. Work with the State
Historic Preservation Division and historical preservation non
profits to identify additional historic resources in future plan
areas and existing historic districts.

Timeline

Partners:
•
•

DPP
HART

Partners:
•
•

DPP
SHPD

Other Actions:

• Track updates to the State Inventory of Historic Places on annual basis and notate properties in GIS.
• Expand existing density transfer programs to provide incentives for property owners to preserve, restore, and
adaptively reuse historic/character buildings in transit areas.

The Cathedral Church of Saint Andrew broke ground in 1867
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Goal PL-1: Enhance the PUC’s Unique Places.

Policy PL-1.4: Preserve cultural and archaeologically significant resources in the PUC while improving
public access.
Physical and cultural landmarks provide provide historical and environmental continuity and context
within the PUC. Policies should help protect and enhance these elements in partnership with community
stewardship groups.

Priority Actions:

Regulatory Protections. Enforce preservation and zoning
restrictions in Special Districts and consider visual impacts
from adjacent/nearby development on cultural and other
significant PUC resources. Continue to evaluate the need for
additional Special Districts.
Hawaiian Cultural Resources. Protect Native Hawaiian
cultural and archaeological resources in the PUC, through the
environmental quality control process, state guidance, and
working with community groups.

Thomas Square Park is on the National Register of Historic Places

Timeline

Partners:
•

DPP

Partners:
•
•
•
•

DPP
SHPD
OEQC
Community
Partners

The Duke Kahanamokou statue is a Waikiki landmark
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Goal PL-1: Enhance the PUC’s Unique Places.

Policy PL-1.5: Continue to preserve significant panoramic public views of natural landmarks through
Special District provisions.
Natural views of open space, water, and significant landforms are an important quality of
life component in the PUC. View corridors providing vistas of the surrounding natural areas
help to reinforce the delicate relationship that exists between urban communities and the
natural environment on an island of finite resources. Strategic control of building heights and
massing helps to preserve views and the integrity of Honolulu’s skyline, while street design
improvements provide an opportunity to frame views along linear view corridors.

Priority Actions:

Significant Views. Follow Special Design District height
guidance and zoning map to preserve significant views of
natural landmarks from public spaces. Continue to require
view studies and design alterations to ensure public views
preservation.

Timeline

Partners:
•

DPP

Views in TOD Districts. Integrate significant public views
protection into TOD Special District rules.
Higher Building Policy. Refine the tower design review
process, standards and guidelines. Review high-rise buildings
(over 150’) for unique and exemplary design to promote
iconic, memorable landmark buildings and encourage
signature tower elements.

Other Actions:

• Prevent or reduce development on properties on slopes of 20% or more where development
of the site would have a significant adverse visual impact when viewed from parks or public
places.
• Discourage structures built high on slopes that are visually obtrusive, especially when they
interrupt the silhouette of a ridgeline.
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Tools that preserve views of natural landmarks and mauka-makai view corridors include special
districts, height limits, and the application of PUC DP policies in design review processes.
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Goal PL-1: Enhance the PUC’s Unique Places.

Policy PL-1.6: Enhance key mauka-makai view corridors.
The City will focus attention on enhancing significant mauka-makai view corridors with streetscape
improvements such as widened sidewalks, and undergrounding utilities.

Priority Actions:

Maximum Dimensions. Establish a maximum building
dimension parallel to the shoreline and a minimum offset
between towers to prevent blocking of mauka-makai views.

Timeline

View Corridor Protection. Develop an administrative review
process to allow modification of building height and/or
envelope on a case-by-case basis. If a proposed building
would degrade a mapped view corridor, the maximum height
and envelope/bulk would be specially modified or restricted
to minimize view blockage.

Partners:
•

DPP

Partners:
•

DPP

Other Actions:

• Ensure new street trees are compatible with views retention by selecting trees whose mature canopies will
not substantially block views.

Mauka views can create a sense of spaciousness in urban neighborhoods

KEY MAUKA-MAKAI VIEW CORRIDORS
Ke'eaumoku Street (mauka) Kalākaua Avenue (mauka)
Pensacola Street (mauka)
Liliha Avenue (mauka)
Bishop Street (mauka)
Ka'onohi Street (makai)
Cooke Street (mauka)
McCully Street (mauka)
Ward Avenue (mauka-makai) River Street (mauka-makai)
Pi'ikoi Street (mauka-makai) South Street (mauka)
Kamake'e Street (mauka-makai)

An existing mauka view corridor along one of the PUC's canals.
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Significant Public Views
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Goal PL-2: Promote Excellent Building and Site Design that Responds to Honolulu’s Climate and Environment.

Policy PL-2.1: Incentivize sustainable building and site design practices that respond to the tropical climate.
Building and public realm design has historically been guided by local climate and the availability of different
building materials. Today, air conditioning technology and globalized supply chains have removed many
constraints for building any style of building, in any setting. Nonetheless, taking a page from design that
responds to the PUC’s particular climate and context - (for example providing roof overhangs for building
shading, siting structures to take advantage of prevailing breezes, including indoor/outdoor environments
for year-round use, and providing cooling landscaping areas) - creates benefits such as a distinctive aesthetic
quality, greater user comfort, reduced energy usage/embodied energy, and, importantly, improved
connection and response to environmental conditions. Honolulu’s mild climate makes these design benefits
easy to attain, and environmental performance can also be supported through building design requirements
or incentives that promote efficient buildings.

Priority Actions:

Preferred Checklist for New Development. Encourage
and eventually require the use of green rating systems or
specializes checklists for new residential and commercial
buildings, and major renovations to existing.

Timeline

Tropical-Zone Building Code. Update the building code to
encourage or allow (where appropriate and in keeping with
SD guidelines) passive design features appropriate for the
PUC’s tropical climate.

Other Actions:

• Establish and/or identify tax credits, abatements, incentives, or other funding
sources to encourage preferred green building patterns and practices.
• Encourage inclusion of indoor-outdoor spaces in developments to take
advantage of Honolulu’s tropical climate and help to activate the public realm.
• Require architecture that incorporates elements to provide shade and
protection from rain for surrounding sidewalks and public spaces in areas
where buildings abut the sidewalk.
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Partners:
•
•

CCSR
DPP

Partners:
•
•

CCSR
DPP

The UH Culinary Institute is positioned to optimize daylighting. (photo: UH)

Outdoor living is an important quality of life component in the PUC. Thoughtful design
approaches can make outdoor spaces comfortable for active and passive activity
in a variety of weather conditions and seasons. While Honolulu’s island climate is
generally mild, rain, heat, and humidity can sometimes discourage outdoor activity
and active transportation choices such as walking and riding a bike. Shaded and
covered sidewalks and walkways, and buildings and landscaping designed to capture
breezes, can help to minimize the impacts of these and other weather conditions.
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Goal PL-2: Promote Excellent Building and Site Design that Responds to Honolulu’s Climate and Environment.

Policy PL-2.2: Integrate greenery and green infrastructure into new developments, especially
large sites.
Apart from beautification and additional space for recreation or repose, making room for greenery and
green infrastructure in urban environments can also help to improve local micro-climates and support
natural functions like drainage. Minimizing paved areas and maximizing tree canopy can help to minimize
urban heat island effects and improve local air quality, while providing connections to natural systems that
strengthen environmental awareness and ecological benefits.

Priority Actions:

Green Infrastructure Design Principles. Incorporate “green
infrastructure” design principles in the design of stormwater
management systems to the extent feasible. Seek solutions that
leverage natural systems and processes.
Green Streets Design Principles (in the ROW). Incorporate
“green streets” design principles, including bioswales, planter
boxes and rain gardens into street redesign projects to the
extent feasible.

Timeline

Partners:
•
•

DFM
DTS

Partners:
•
•
•

DFM
DTS
BWS

Other Actions:

• Study the feasibility of creating an ecological benefits program to encourage urban development that
supports and creates habitat for native flora and fauna.
• Incentivize the incorporation of biophilic design elements into new/renovated buildings that are visible
from the sidewalk including features inspired by nature, green walls, and hanging gardens.
• Design outdoor spaces to serve dual purposes as both highly functional infrastructure elements and as
attractive public amenities.

The parking structure of the Frank Fasi municipal building is domed with a
grassy park area.
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Goal PL-2: Promote Excellent Building and Site Design that Responds to Honolulu’s Climate and Environment.

Policy PL-2.3: Mitigate the Urban Heat Island effect, especially in interior neighborhoods lacking trees.
Trees are critical urban infrastructure and necessary for the health of our communities. However, many of the
PUC’s mixed-density neighborhoods have an insufficient amount of tree canopy cover and shade which, combined
with a high proportion of asphalt, generates excess heat, creating uncomfortable conditions. The City’s goal is to
increase the tree canopy across O‘ahu’s communities to 35 percent by 2035. This will be accomplished through a
combination of policy and planning, people and implementation, and practice and maintenance.

Priority Actions:

Street Tree Planting Program/Master Plan. Support the
2019 Urban Tree Plan by identifying sustainable funding for
street tree planting and maintenance, and identifying priority
areas for street tree planting to achieve the 100,000 Tree
Initiative.
Development Review for Urban Trees. Establish tree canopy
requirements for parking lots, commercial, residential, and
institutional uses. Include tree, landscaping, and vegetation
buffering requirements in the final site plan approval
checklist. Require a tree protection management plan prior
to preliminary plan approval.

Timeline

Partners:

Timeline

Partners:

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

DPR
CCSR
DTS
DPP

DPR
CCSR
DPP

Other Actions:

• Continue working to improve the DPR/CCSR Urban Forest platform and facilitate City data collection.
Track trees planted and maintained and/or removed to ensure sound management of City trees.
• Revise the Urban Forestry Management Plan.
• Regularly update the Urban Tree Canopy Assessment (on a five-year cycle).
• Continue to support the Exceptional Tree Program, and review development applications for potential
candidates.
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Street trees cool Honolulu's Downtown.
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Goal PL-3: Support Vibrant Commercial/Mixed-Use Corridors and Neighborhood Centers in the PUC.

Policy PL-3.1: Activate “main street” corridors with pedestrian amenities, frequent gathering places, and
expressions of community identity.
Physical improvements can help to activate streets and provide spaces for community activity and gatherings
that occur on a regular basis. Appropriate standards can promote this compatibility between various uses
and encourage a flexible and active public realm. Through policies that respond to the specific needs of
distinct corridors and activity centers within the PUC, this plan supports the wide variety of places necessary
for a thriving economy and a high quality of life for residents, workers, and visitors.

Priority Actions:

Timeline

Partners:

Active Space Requirements. Create requirements along
Near-Town and Town corridors for active, flexibly-designed
ground floors that support retail, commercial, makerspace,
live/work, or other active uses that sustain a high-quality
pedestrian experience.

Timeline

Partners:

Engage with Community Groups in Area/Corridor Planning.
Collaborate with community-based groups in area planning
efforts to develop clear strategies to activate and program
underused civic spaces, underutilized corridors, and other
public gathering places.

•
•

•

DPP
DES DPR

DPP

A "parklet" celebrates the Kalihi neighborhood.

Other Actions:

• Prioritize under-resourced areas for Public Realm Improvement Plans/Complete Streets efforts (publicly funded
infrastructure upgrades for utilities, streetscapes, and roadways).
• Identify catalytic urban green space opportunities, including linear and pocket parks, and permit/promote
temporary open spaces and plazas.
• Regularly assess infrastructure conditions (sidewalk and roadways) in key PUC corridors.
• Support the formation of BIDs (Business Improvement Districts).

Numerous street fairs, festivals, parades, and community gatherings
take place in the PUC each year.
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Goal PL-3: Support Vibrant Commercial/Mixed-Use Corridors and Neighborhood Centers in the PUC.

Policy PL-3.2: Support an attractive and pedestrian-friendly public realm along well-used
PUC corridors.
Urban design and connectivity impact more than just the relative convenience of getting around the PUC.
Policies that promote walkability and vibrant streetscapes that support mixed-use places, since locating
residences, offices, shops, restaurants, civic uses, and transit near one another makes walking the short
distance between destinations more convenient than driving. Places that provide an inviting public realm can
support active lifestyles for the people who live and work there and reduce the need for short car trips.

Priority Actions:

Updated Corridor Standards. Adopt corridor build-to standards that
are calibrated appropriately for context and intended
form, including:
• Adjust minimum and maximum setbacks to require greater
orientation to the street.
• Review standards for required yards
• Increase the allowable eave projection into required setbacks
• Continue to reduce minimum lot sizes and dimensions for AMX
and BMX Districts.
• Encourage buildings to be oriented to public sidewalks and
actively engage the street.
• Incentivize public outdoor uses in mixed-use development.
Improvements by Development Projects. Encourage (and/or require)
projects to incorporate Complete Streets design elements, such
as street trees, street furniture, appropriate walkway widths and
building orientation, etc.
Coordinated/Opportunistic Improvements. Continue to take
advantage of street and infrastructure construction or right-of-way
redesign projects to improve the public realm (Complete Streets).

Other Actions:
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Timeline

Partners:
•

DPP

Partners:
•
•

DPP DTS
DDC DPRCCSR

Partners:
•
•
•

DPP
DTS
DDC

Major PUC corridor with bus priority service

Pedestrian improvements enhance safety and support a strong retail environment.

• Prioritize known collision hot spots for Complete Streets improvements,
such as bulbouts, medians, signal changes, parklets, or similar.
• Establish a long-term timeline and workplan for implementing
coordinated bicycle/pedestrian improvements along high-frequency
TheBus corridors that connect to rail.
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Goal PL-3: Support Vibrant Commercial/Mixed-Use Corridors and Neighborhood Centers in the PUC.

Policy PL-3.3: Ensure pedestrian-oriented design in all corridors and centers, especially in Town Corridor,
Urban Corridor, Downtown, and Resort areas.
A combination of infrastructure improvements and amenities can create a safer and more comfortable walking environment. Solutions should be context-sensitive and tailored to different
areas within the PUC. Creating pedestrian-friendly mixed-use places allows nearby residents to benefit from services and amenities within walking distance while also minimizing impacts
on local traffic congestion. Continuing to expand public realm improvements and multimodal improvements such as Complete Streets projects, bikeway networks, and bus priority projects
along key mixed-use corridors and centers will promote walking and improve access to daily services throughout the PUC.

Priority Actions:

Additional Frontage Design Standards. Where they do not currently exist, implement design
standards or guidelines for commercial and mixed-use zones to ensure a high-quality public
realm along most street-facing facades for new construction and renovations, such as:
• Elevating ground-floor residential space a minimum distance above the sidewalk level to
provide privacy and ensure usable residential spaces.
• Encourage ground-floor residential uses to have façade treatments to engage the
pedestrian environment
• Limit the maximum length of individual new buildings or building masses along public street
frontage to create human-scaled buildings with access to fresh air and daylight.
• Locating utilitarian building elements such as service yards, parking lots, or utilities on side
streets or alleys/rear streets or within screened mechanical rooms.
• Limiting the number and width of new garage entries and driveway curb cuts crossing the
sidewalk to encourage a comfortable pedestrian environment.
• Requiring that parking and vehicle areas be located behind or under buildings.

Timeline

Prioritization of Capital Improvements. Review and revise scoring criteria for capital
improvement funding to elevate projects that support the vision of a walkable
mixed-use environment.

Other Actions:

• Determine the feasibility of requiring parking and trip demand management strategies to minimize need for parking in
more intense and urban place types.
• Incorporate pedestrian-scale street and sidewalk lighting in all major projects located in Town, Urban, Downtown, and
Resort place types.
• Provide funding and coordination for a frontage improvement program for key corridors.

Partners:

•

DPP

KEY CORRIDORS
Buildings oriented to the pedestrian realm.
Building facades should be parallel to the
right-of-way and should open directly onto the
sidewalk or onto a pedestrian walkway within
the front area.
High transparency for active uses. Facades
of buildings with active uses should have a
high degree of transparency with storefront
windows and/or glass doors. Long blank walls
should be avoided along all active groundfloor frontages.

Partners:

•
•
•

DPP
DDC
DTS

Articulated
building
massing
and
interesting facades. Buildings should provide
varied front yard depths within a narrow range;
recessed or otherwise articulated entries; a
variety of colors, materials and/or textures;
varied roof forms; and coherent building
fenestration.
Distinct entries for residential uses. Facades
of residential uses should incorporate porches,
lanais, porticoes, bay windows, and/or other
architectural features that provide a sense of
entryway and visual interest from the public
space.
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Goal PL-3: Support Vibrant Commercial/Mixed-Use Corridors and Neighborhood Centers in the PUC.

Policy PL-3.4: Improve multimodal connections and pedestrian pathways within and between the
PUC’s mixed-use corridors, town neighborhoods, parks, and public institutions.
In order to provide mobility options for residents and visitors in the PUC, this plan provides policy guidance to
promote a broad range of place types where walkability is prioritized. Areas with small block lengths and frequent
intersections provide more options for pedestrian routes and minimize the distance that pedestrians must walk to
move through an area. Places with these characteristics are considered more walkable than places with long block
lengths and widely-spaced intersections. Dead-end streets, cul-de-sacs, and looping streets diminish an area’s
walkability by severing connections to the wider street grid, while through-streets tend to increase walkability
with greater route options. New developments can help to support better connectivity between existing places by
attending to connections to surrounding sites.

Priority Actions:

Comprehensive Wayfinding. Continue to develop comprehensive
wayfinding signage scaled for a variety of users including people walking,
riding bikes and driving.
Enhanced Pedestrian Connections to Transit. Pursue strategies such as:
• Continue to invest in pedestrian facilities at urban TOD stations.
• Support street calming on secondary and service streets within
transit-oriented areas.
• Acquire easements and ROWs for pedestrian connections in
rail station areas and bus transit corridors with poor existing
connectivity.
• Develop overhead pedestrian walkways at all rail stations (including
Pearl Highlands) where traffic calming or road diets are not feasible.
• Provide sidewalk approaches to all bus stops in the PUC.
Linear Parks as Connectors. Seek out new locations for linear parks
(such as the Diamond Head/Fort Ruger Pathway); potential locations
include: Punchbowl, Manoa Stream, Waimano Home Road, and within
the redeveloped Pearl Country Club Golf Course). Prioritize multi-modal
access when building/acquiring new parks or upgrading existing parks.

Other Actions:
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Timeline

Partners:
•
•

DTS
DPP-TOD

Partners:
•
•
•

DTS
DPP
HART

Traffic-calming improvements along North King Street

• Identify areas with high volumes of pedestrian traffic to prioritize
streetscape and safety improvements. This includes Safe Routes to
School projects and improved accessibility to other public places such as
libraries, hospitals, parks, and community centers.
• Introduce standards or guidelines for additional connections through
superblocks when redevelopment on those blocks occurs (within Town,
Urban, Downtown and Resort types).
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Goal PL-3: Support Vibrant Commercial/Mixed-Use Corridors and Neighborhood Centers in the PUC.

Policy GD-3.5: Conduct focused corridor and area planning to guide improvements.
The PUC contains corridors and neighborhoods that may have lacked significant
investment or development in recent years. Often, the building blocks for
improved mixed-use character are present, but need reinforcing and refreshing.
Underbuilt properties along corridors and centers farther from rail that fall outside
of projected sea level rise impacts are likely to attract development interest in the
future. In order to support placemaking alongside redevelopment activity, the City
can provide need planning for improvement and enhancement. Neighborhood or
area planning tools can provide specific future guidance for places expected to
experience varying levels of change and beautification.

Priority Actions:
Area Planning. Depending on level of
interest/engagement by the community
and the pace/amount of future growth,
lead future Special Area Plans to
manage corridor growth (especially for
Near-Town Corridors):
• Engage with active local planning
organizations
• In any future planning effort, seek to
improve the built environment near
main streets that intersect with H-1
• Develop design guidelines
and implement public realm
improvements. See Focus Areas
Chapter for more information.

Timeline

Partners:

•
•
•

DPP
City Council
Neighborhood
Boards
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